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In the course of the debate about raising the minimum wage in New York State, it has sometimes
been said that since wages are much lower in upstate areas that a phased-in $15 minimum wage
is untenable there. However, this argument is made using overall median wage levels that are
subject to distortion by the presence of a large number of high-wage jobs in the downstate area.
When an upstate-downstate comparison is made using wages on a detailed occupational basis for
the low-wage occupations (like retail salespersons, cashiers or stock clerks) that would be
affected by a higher minimum wage, the pattern shows a fairly high degree of uniformity in
wage levels across New York State.
This uniformity in wage levels across the state for specific jobs in particular industries suggests
that business practices are probably not that much different around the state and that upstate
employers would not have a harder time adapting to a higher minimum wage than downstate
employers. The recent report by noted labor economist Michael Reich and colleagues at the
University of California at Berkeley explained how businesses would respond to the relatively
slight increase in operating costs and concluded that New York businesses could adapt to a
phased-in $15 minimum wage without an adverse impact on overall net employment. 1
The overall median hourly wage level for a full-time worker in 2014 was $22.57 statewide, and
ranged from $18.35 in the Utica-Rome metro area to $24.69 in New York City. 2 Thus, the lowest
area median wage was 19% below the statewide median, and 26% below the highest area
median. Yet, when you look at pay patterns across the state for five of the largest low-wage
occupations, the differentials shrink dramatically—ranging from 2% to 8% between the lowest
area median and the statewide median. 3 For example, among cashiers, an occupation with more
than 190,000 workers in New York, the statewide median wage was $9.16 and only 2% less at
$8.98 in the Buffalo area, the area with the lowest median. The highest median wage for cashiers
was on Long Island at $9.31, only 15 cents above the statewide median.
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For the retail salespersons occupation, the largest low-wage occupation in the state (307,000
workers), the Buffalo median wage was $9.46, about 8% below the statewide median of $10.32.
The area with the highest median wage was not even downstate, it was Binghamton with a
median wage of $11.06. Binghamton’s median pay in retail was 6% greater than in the New
York City area and 3% higher than on Long Island.

5 large low-wage occupations with small downstate-upstate wage
differentials 4

This pattern of relative uniformity in wage trends between upstate and downstate is very similar
for a broader set of low-wage occupations. For this analysis we identified 24 detailed
occupations, each with more than 25,000 workers around the state and with median hourly wages
less than $15 an hour. In total, these 24 occupations encompass nearly 2.6 million workers, more
than one-quarter (26%) of all statewide payroll employment. Occupational wages were compared
for the 13 metropolitan areas identified in the Occupational Employment Statistics—together
these 13 areas account for 94% of statewide employment. Thus, this analysis covers the bulk of
all low-wage workers in New York. Also, by and large, these 24 occupations indicate that most
of the low-wage jobs likely to be affected by a high-wage minimum wage are in industries that
serve a local market, not an export market that would put New York businesses in competition
with businesses in states that might have a lower minimum wage.
The table on the next page summarizes the results of this analysis. The 13 metro areas are
divided into three groups. The NYC metro area, which includes the northern suburbs, and Long
Island comprise the “downstate” group. Of the 11 remaining metro areas, 4 areas (including the 3
from the Hudson Valley, Poughkeepsie-Newburg, Kingston and Albany, plus the Ithaca metro
area) generally have slightly higher wage levels than the remaining seven (Glens Falls, UticaRome, Syracuse, Rochester, Buffalo, Binghamton, and Elmira). The table refers to these two
latter groups as the “higher-wage upstate areas” and the “lower-wage upstate areas.”
Comparing averages of median wages for the “lower-wage upstate areas” to the average for the
downstate area shows that in 9 occupations (generally the lowest wage among the 24 occupations
in this study) the lower-wage areas are within 5% of the downstate average, in 3 occupations
(home health aides, laborers, and team assemblers) the lower-wage areas actually have a higher
average than downstate, in 7 occupations, the lower-wage areas have averages within 12% to
17% of downstate, and in 5 occupations there are larger differentials but that is due to either a
The 5 low-wage occupations in this table have combined employment of nearly 1 million workers, a sizable
portion of the state’s low-wage workforce likely to be affected by an increased minimum wage.
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much higher degree of unionization downstate in those occupations (maids, janitors, and
security guards), or where local government and not the private market largely determines pay
rates (childcare workers and substitute teachers.)
In comparing the “higher-wage upstate areas” with the “lower-wage upstate areas,” averages are
within 10% of the higher-wage areas in 18 of the 24 occupations, in 1 occupation (team
assemblers) wages are higher in the low-wage areas, and in the remaining 5 occupations, wages
are within 13% to 16% of the wages of the higher-wage upstate areas.
Conclusion: For the bulk of low-wage occupations most likely to be affected by a higher
minimum wage, wage levels are fairly uniform between upstate and downstate. Phasing in the
minimum wage increase over 6 years to 2021 for the upstate areas as opposed to 3 years for
downstate provides ample time for upstate businesses whose wage levels generally are 5% to
10% lower than downstate to adjust to the higher wage floor.

Considerable uniformity among median wage comparisons for lowwage occupations, upstate and downstate, 2014
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